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Abstract 
This article provides a case study of the game Le Grand Jeu (LGJ), which 
extends into a general analysis of the potential of games in the 
diversification of the economy, in particular with regard to money. 
Further, we explore LGJ’s capacity to expand the horizon of the possible, 
as is often called for in theories of degrowth and related literature. Le 
Grand Jeu is a game, developed via community arts, used for the 
introduction of cryptocurrencies. We explore the development of that 
game and how it can be used as a tool that allows the utopian 
propensity to be explored and purposed to our own reality. We discuss 
the role of money, or more appropriately, monies, in generating social 
change, and locate this discussion in the context of degrowth literature. 
Practical degrowth alternatives to current mainstream economic 
approaches are needed. We argue that money games are a practical 
approach to fostering political imagination and are real-life versions of 
economic modelling. Furthermore, the ‘open world assumption’ within 
some games adds personal presence and mutual reflexivity to the 
general understanding of an economic model. We show that the use of 
games in workshops and real-time play allows a more realistic, integral 
economics to be explored. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In our current context of environmental destruction and recurring crises (Norberg-Hodge & 

Mayo 1996; Petz 2022), new directions for societal transformation need to be found. This is 

not only a matter of opting for better policies, but also of envisioning alternatives. 

 

Degrowth literature calls for reimagining the economy. This can mean redesigning economic 

indicators, as done with The Index of Sustainable Welfare (J. Cobb & Daly 1994), currently 
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better known as The Genuine Progress Indicator (C. Cobb, Halstead & Rowe 1995), or it could 

mean developing a “politics of visibility”: highlighting important yet currently overlooked 

forms of economic activity, such as household and voluntary work, often conceptualised as 

“the core economy” (Coote & Goodwin 2010). Reimagining the economy can also mean 

actively creating alternative economic systems. In the words of degrowth champion Serge 

Latouche (2017/2018, 277), a “matrix of alternatives” is needed to remodel economic 

institutions as we know them (Latouche 2007/2009). A politics of degrowth, seen this way, 

means employing a myriad of small-scale alternatives, such as self-organised exchange 

systems (Chiengkul 2018), community currencies (Greco 2001), and Community Supported 

Agriculture (Edwards & Espelt 2020). These ideas are typically based on the idea of the 

community as the basis and source of economic value (Eskelinen 2020), and are therefore 

often called “community economies”. 

 

Degrowth literature does not present a straightforward approach to money. Many theories 

of degrowth discuss production without touching upon the issue of the design of monetary 

systems at all (e.g., Nørgård 2013). Some, perhaps most notably Hornborg (2017), have 

instead argued that degrowth that maintains the current monetary system is a contradiction 

in terms: a politics of degrowth requires a currency system with a different logic and design. 

 

There are different emphases within the literature when it comes to the type of monetary 

reform required to achieve degrowth. Often, local and complementary currencies are seen as 

a way to promote a degrowthist strategy (Hornborg 2017, Douthwaite 2012, Kallis 2011, 

Martinez-Alier et al. 2010). Others emphasize the need for total demonetisation (Exner 2014). 

Others give priority to macroeconomic reform, arguing that strongly increased public control 

over money-creation is a prerequisite for policies that give priority to ecological sustainability 

(Farley et al. 2013, Robertson 2012). Perhaps the most concrete proposal taking this approach 

is to be found in the macroeconomic initiative ‘Positive Money’ (Jackson, Dyson & Hodgson 

2013). This approach is based on the perception that the money supply should be stabilised 

by preventing banks from creating new money (see Huber & Robertson 2000). Positive 

Money, the main advocating organisation for the initiative, typically argues that stabilising 

the money supply does away with the growth imperative, making a steady state economy 
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possible (Positive Money 2013). They take a postgrowth rather than explicitly a degrowth 

perspective (Barmes & Boait 2020).  

 

Additionally, as Dittmer (2013), for example, argues, there are no clear success stories of local 

currencies as drivers of degrowth. This paucity, under our current ecological challenges, 

indicates that new ideas on alternative monetary systems are really needed. However, we 

humans face obstacles related to the limits of imagination. Existing political arrangements 

limit alternatives practically and psychologically.  

 

In the search for alternatives, it is important both to see the sustainable practices that already 

exist, and to conceive of future societies. But imagined future society, as noted in many 

utopian theories (Firth 2019; Bloch 1954/1986; Marcuse 1972; Mannheim 1929), should not 

only be conceived of as a blueprint or design (as Popper (1945) regarded them), but as a path 

or process (Wright 2010). Fostering political imagination is furthermore a process of trying to 

conceive what functioning in the context of an alternative society would be like (Eskelinen et 

al. 2020), including what it would be like to live and interact within that society. 

Fundamentally, economic innovation means imagining together. 

 

Yet while the need for versatile economic systems and to foster political imagination skills is 

repeatedly voiced, the issue has less often been approached methodologically. We thinkers 

want to transcend the prison of our own imagination, to explore a new reality, but how 

exactly? This paper explores one method for doing so, which is largely neglected in both 

degrowth and utopian studies: games. We analyse the use of games in the collective and 

reflexive exploration of alternative economic realities, particularly alternative monies. For this 

purpose, we consider an exemplary case: the game called Le Grand Jeu (Bonelli & Rovida 

2021). 

 

2. Background 
 

2.1. Money 

Money is often seen by users as a mere technicality, an apolitical tool which facilitates trade 

as a means of exchange or a specific kind of commodity (see Gómez and Dini (2016) for more 
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on this “institutional theory [that] … sees money as a social relation of credit and debt”). 

Related to this apolitical bounding of money relations, is the idea that money is unchangeable. 

Yet money is fundamentally political: the design of monetary institutions always has social 

and environmental implications. Money is a social institution in the sense that it is 

fundamentally an agreement (Eich 2018; Finley 1970). 

 

Seeing money as political implies we can redesign money to be used as a tool for change. 

There are very few limits to what money can be and how it can function; what kinds of value 

it can account for, reward, or allocate; and what it can include or exclude. Current general-

purpose fiat money, with near-universal clearing systems and government backing, is far from 

the only system in the history of monies, despite its current hegemonic standing. There has 

indeed been a vivid discussion over local currencies as “micropolitics of money” (North 2007, 

100), and various kinds of community currencies have emerged (Blanc 2011; Hileman 2013; 

Larue et al. 2022). When aiming to redesign the economy in favour of a more sustainable and 

versatile one, monetary innovation is a key element. 

 

Various kinds of utopian ideas could be coded into the use of a currency, so that users 

manifest a different society by their socio-economic participation in that currency’s ecology. 

Attempts were made to do this, with, for example, electronic cryptocurrencies and 

community currencies aiming at a no-money society as an endpoint (Goette 2020; Szakály et 

al. 2015). Furthermore, the community of use can extend beyond the physical (cash money) 

to the digital (blockchain, Holochain, or similar systems). 

 

However, the potential for new monetary systems says nothing about how monies come into 

being. Since anyone can create tokens or other forms of money, the question remains: Who 

will use a particular form? If money is an agreement, the challenge is “to get it accepted” 

(Minsky 1986, 228) and thereby make it functional. Just who agrees/accepts a particular 

money? Fundamentally, for agreement, economies (including monetary economies) require 

generalised trust to operate (cf. Dodd (2014); Varese et al. (2019) for discussions around trust 

and proxies for trust in economies where it is lacking). 
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Contracts and agreements hinge on trust dynamics: both negative trust (following strictly laid-

out conditions); and positive trust (following a spirit of compliance) (Faems et al. 2008). 

Attempts to evaluate and build standards of trust may rely on existing methods, such as credit 

scoring, which is used in many Western countries, or, where there is a “lack of credit 

infrastructure” (Erisman 2015, 194) to build trust from, new methods. Tokens, as a form of 

money, are a way to do that (Camera, Casari & Bigoni 2013). 

 

By identifying communities of use, we can see how the individuals in these communities 

collectively use a form of money. Usage varies not only between individuals, which can be 

aggregated as mainstream economists do with M1, M2, and M3 (Mishkin 2004) in terms of 

liquidity, but also within cohorts of income, as the Vimes Boots Index references (Srinivas 

2020), or subcultures, e.g., ethical degrowthers (Nørgård 2011), compared with adolescents’ 

discretionary spending (Gentina, Tang & Gu 2018). These aggregation levels have an 

analogue, in looking at biodiversity with alpha, beta, and gamma diversity (Babu 2016). 

Ecological niches (Gavish, Giladi & Ziv 2019) are analogous to cultural niches as found in a 

subculture (alpha), between 2 subcultures (beta), and within the whole economy/culture 

(gamma), respectively. Just as we can think of the different ecological communities acting 

synergistically to create higher levels of biodiversity and complexity that are more resilient, 

we can take the same approach to monies, which we can test with gaming. 

 

The game Chess does not easily combine with Mikado/Pick-up sticks because they are 

incommensurate. However, Chess can combine with Checkers/Draughts, or, if considering 

variants commonly called Fairy chess,1 bring in new possibilities, even from other variants of 

other games (Pritchard 2007). Other games, with more open mechanics than Chess, have a 

greater potential to bring in varied conceptions to create fusion or culturally mixed results. It 

is possible to apply that process of conceptual broadening to different monies. By application 

to variant monies, at different scales, alternative economies can be modelled.  

 

 
1 Fairy Chess is an umbrella term for variants of chess that use different rules, boards, pieces or moves from 
standard chess. However standard chess has different versions, e.g. following different standard rules from 
today compared with rule changes such as time limits, e.g. Blitz Chess. However, the gaming literature is not 
consistent in use. 
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An example of scale differences and alternative economics can be seen with Robux, an in-

game currency (the Roblox platform currency) that can be converted between fiat and other 

in-game currencies. One such in-game currency is the restricted money Adopt Me Currency 

used when playing the Adopt Me! game. Adopt Me! has developed its own culture and 

economy, which are different from other games running on the Roblox platform (Stevens, 

2020), yet interactions between them are possible via Robux to some extent.  

 

The Roblox Corporation has restricted such “Cross Trading” which “is the act of trading Adopt 

Me items for any of the following: Goods and/or services, Items in other Roblox experiences, 

Items in other games, Robux/Real Money” (sic Uplift Game Support, 2023). The ban shows 

crossover occurs in a black economy and could be further enabled with different crossover 

mechanics. Crossover mechanisms exist between some tabletop role-playing games too, e.g., 

in the Rifts Megaverse (Siembieda, 2002). Though conversion is needed between systems to 

account for variations in game mechanics, it is increasingly common that actual play videos 

have led to “transmedia storytelling” and crossovers (Jones 2021). 

 

To return to money, as the meaning of a unit of currency varies (depending on aggregation 

category) we have “socially variable currencies” (Zelizer 2000). Nevertheless, usage indicates 

an implicit agreement over money (Bonder 1996; Lietaer & Dunne 2013), and in some 

communities is an explicit formal agreement, e.g., nondominium, as described by Leister and 

Frazier (2012) creates a legal system where private, nation-state, and neither in terms of 

ownership, and thus management of resources can be achieved.  

 

As prototypical working examples of variety, we can consider community currencies (CCs), 

and the groups which are using them. ‘CCs’, for experimental purposes are particularly useful 

for contemporary exploration as their agreements are; more recent (bounded in time), and 

less tied into long histories of jurisprudence combined with international legal standards 

(which vary). Recency and freedom are both conditions that simplify analysis. 

 

‘CCs’ are a special-purpose money, often designed to localize the economy and promote a 

more versatile conception of economic value. ‘CCs’ are regarded by the banking authorities 

in the UK as vouchers (Naqvi & Southgate 2013). Two contemporary examples in England are 
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Citizen Coin (T&A Reporters 2021) and CounterCoin (Ntounis & Bailey 2018), where volunteers 

are rewarded by these municipality-supported schemes with vouchers. The vouchers are 

restricted to being spent with local community businesses and services.  

 

This localisation of spending leads to a mutual reinforcement of desirable effects called a 

“virtuous economic circle” (Kennedy, Lietaer & Rogers 2012, 134). See Latouche (2007/2009) 

for a fuller description of the virtuous circle elements. The opposite of a virtuous circle is a 

vicious circle where negativity feeds upon negativity, e.g., the people are poor, so they buy 

worse food as a population, so they are less healthy, so they cannot work so well to earn more 

money to buy healthy food. Socio-economically, both circles are described by the theory of 

Circular Cumulative Causation (Berger, 2008; Myrdal, 1957). 

 

Vouchers may give a discount on purchases (as with Citizen Coin). Such discounting reduces 

the money supply and leads to degrowth if measured under that metric of expansion or 

contraction of the money supply, e.g., the price changes in the Westport system in Ireland 

described by Douthwaite (1996, 72). The use of CCs also causes degrowth by activating an 

endogenous (originating from the inside) rather than an exogenous (originating from the 

outside) supply of goods and services. Local velocity is increased in microeconomic terms, but 

velocity is decreased in macroeconomic terms (see De La Rosa and Stodder (2015) for details). 

In aggregate, fewer resources are used. Such reductions depend on which goods and services 

can be provisioned by providers (businesses and agencies) in a scheme. Nevertheless, the 

potential for substitution (Case, Fair & Oster 2020) or other market shifts with complementary 

goods is present. 

 

2.2. Money games 

As money requires collective trust and acceptance, new monies (cf. Bindewald and Steed 

(2015) over the new monies concept, i.e., non-fiat currencies) cannot be merely introduced 

as bright ideas, they need to be accepted by their communities of use. Ideally, their 

functioning is envisioned by that community of users (see Gerometta, Häussermann and 

Longo (2005); Diniz et al. (2014) for a deeper exploration of why it is better to work directly 

with and in communities via bottom-up rather than top-down strategies; cf. Botsman and 

Rogers (2011) for collaborative consumption in general; and Scott Cato and Suárez (2012), 
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Petz and Eskelinen (2019) for case studies where the inclusion – or in these cases the absence 

of inclusion – of a potential community of users during introduction was a crucial factor in 

money scheme (non)functioning). We are pressured to innovate (Schumpeter 1942/1994), 

and innovation for introduction under that pressure can be best done with the community of 

users in a co-creative design process (Ramaswamy & Gouillart 2010). As part of a design 

thinking process, we can look toward intelligent gaming. 

 

Intelligent gaming is defined as gaming using algorithms that interact with human responses 

to change their output (cf. Hughes 2018 for evolution over time with examples in the 

computer games industry). Design thinking is a process that involves a certain mindset for 

solving problems (Cooke, Dusenberry & Robinson 2020). Together, intelligent gaming and 

design thinking can “enact the situated practices of co-creation among designers, human 

agents, and nonhuman agents” (Cooke, Dusenberry & Robinson 2020). 

 

As humans have a need to play, games can be enjoyable, yet we can look beyond hedonism. 

More to the point, games can be very educational, and purposed for learning. Gamification 

(Kim et al. 2018) is a way to alter our relationship with reality to explore another that is limited 

or, in turn, expanded by the rules we set in a given situation. So, although games are played 

largely for fun, there has more recently arisen serious gaming, which is gaming for pedagogical 

purposes (De Gloria 2020), including for understanding the possibilities of economic systems. 

 

There are several games to help investigate how a currency can work. These include Money 

Maker (Brinkkemper 2020), a board game developed from a digital game (Leijnen, 

Brinkkemper & Bouwer 2015) for exploring the banking system; The Community Currency 

Game (Abe, Utsunomiya & Hirano 2020; Yoshida & Kobayashi 2018); and Generator sdelok 

[Generator of Deals], which was used in a business community to educate participants about 

an alternative money system, prior to introducing a local currency (Berg & Zvereva 2020). 

 

For educating people about the money system in general, the most famous game is the 1935 

version of Monopoly (Kennedy & Waltzer 2004), and while very capitalist in spirit, a variation 

was originally patented in 1904 as The Landlord’s Game with a Georgist philosophy (Pilarski 

2019) as “a board game intended to warn people about the dangerous effects of 
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monopolism” (Commonspoly 2020). Later, the game Commonspoly Green Edition was 

developed (2015–2020) in an attempt to reclaim the original spirit of the game, using a similar 

game system and board layout (ZEMOS98 2019a; 2019b). Another traditional game (from 

1860, with a major version change in 1960) with a money system is The Game of Life (Donovan 

2017). It has had an elaborate mix of moral credits called “LIFE Tiles” for doing good things, 

promissory notes, bank-notes, and stocks over various versions (Swansen 2016). While the 

game has a winner, in a way everyone wins, even if they do not become the richest player, as 

all players improve their lot through the game. 

 

Below we look at the scenario game, Le Grand Jeu (Bonelli & Rovida, 2016a; 2021), which was 

developed in Europe as an expression of open-source philosophy (Duval 2010; Hegarty 2015; 

Himanen 2010). Playing Le Grand Jeu (LGJ) helps us to explore different conceptual currencies 

and social systems. Post exploration these currencies and systems can be applied on a local 

to regional scale, often for a purpose. Hence our playing of LGJ is Gaming With A Purpose 

(GWAP). The concept of GWAP, “does not rely on altruism or financial incentives to entice 

people to perform certain actions; rather, [the games] rely on the human desire to be 

entertained. A GWAP, then, is a game in which the players perform a useful computation as 

a side effect of enjoyable game play” (von Ahn & Dabbish 2008). Thus GWAP, when concerned 

with currency exploration, can create money for a purpose, e.g., of a social, economic, or 

environmental nature (Bindewald & Steed 2015).  

 

Le Grand Jeu was used in workshop settings in European projects: i.e., an economic inclusion 

project called PIE News (EU 2022/2023a), and the data sovereignty project LEDGER (EU 

2022/2023b). It was adopted and further expanded by many communities for simulation, co-

design of commons economies, and environmental lecturing by play-testing and design 

sprints. LGJ has elements of hybridity in its game-design. It is hybrid in blurring spaces (de 

Souza e Silva & Glover-Rijkse 2020), for instance, as it was originally designed to operate as a 

stand-alone workshop with an animateur in real life (IRL and not cyberspace), yet has been 

used as a remote (in virtual life) online game too.  

 

The game can be used by communities to explore their economic systems and different 

community currency types. Such localisation for different scenarios encourages the creation 
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of house rules. LGJ, in contrast to rule-bound board-games, is more influenced by the gaming 

tradition of tabletop role-playing as found with Dungeons & Dragons (Peterson 2012). In this 

tradition a fictional world is created. Players then decide together which parts of the mythos 

are appropriate in terms of technology and knowledge for a particular gaming session. That 

setting then determines what happens in gameworld as to how the game proceeds to enact 

a scenario. In Dungeons & Dragons the main scenario is called an adventure, though there 

may be side scenarios called side-quests alongside the main adventure. The adventure 

commonly is a quest to solve a puzzle, free a non-player character, or gain a particular artifact. 

World- and character-building are also important aspects of tabletop role-playing. 

 

2.3. Degrowth, alternatives and models 

The politics of degrowth (which can encompass post- and alter-growth) means not only 

quantitatively less economic activity, but qualitatively different kinds of economic activity: 

more versatile, more locally oriented, more relevant to human well-being, and so forth. Some 

degrowth scholars have called for a “practice approach” (Joutsenvirta 2016), for overcoming 

divides such as actor/structure and micro/macro, additionally highlighting the importance of 

practices of generating new social relations. At best, legitimate rules both constitute 

alternative practices, and are created and constantly negotiated within these practices. A 

practice approach means actually doing, or making concrete plans to do, rather than just 

theorising as to what might work. 

 

Another important, yet seldom addressed point in degrowth, is the need for alternative 

economic modelling. As the economy is not only about institutions, but interaction with and 

between these institutions too, we need to somehow understand how the economy functions 

and could function as a complex system. Typically, economic modelling is used for the 

purposes of foresight or assessing alternative policy options, but it can be done for purely 

epistemological or even pedagogical purposes, in trying to build understanding on how the 

world functions. Unfortunately, economic modelling today almost invariably means 

neoclassical modelling. This means modelling premised on standard preferences and 

technologies, competitive markets, rational expectations, the existence of a unique 

equilibrium that is Pareto-optimal (Hansen & Ohanian 2016), and more generally a 
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conception of economic agents as self-maximisers, methodological individualism, and 

methodological instrumentalism (Arnsperger & Varoufakis 2006). 

 

Some attempts at versatility include post-Keynesian constant stock-flow modelling (Lavoie & 

Zezza 2012). Despite this effort the degrowth literature has been quite devoid of economic 

models, with the exception of some scenario modelling (e.g., Victor 2012). Nevertheless, 

modelling in general, even its alternative materialisations, is typically based on the 

assumption that market agents are representative, form their preferences autonomously, 

and are then assumed to behave in the same way whatever the social context. We argue that 

games, as a peculiar form of modelling, add a reflexive element to this: we don’t just explore 

how idealised market agents would function in a fictional world, but this fictional world is 

created and explored together.  

 

Economic simulations, used for observing decision-making and measuring how people act 

within given parameters in experimental spaces, can be seen as a process for positioning 

oneself reflexively within an economic system, rather than creating a model that merely 

assumes people will act in a given way. Even though economic simulations were carried out 

with scientific rigour, for example in the Vienna Centre for Experimental Economics (Sorgner 

2017), these kinds of simulations have severe limitations, e.g., failing to show “cross-

situational consistency of behaviour” between real-world situations and the lab (Levitt & List 

2007). 

 

Commonly, such simulations, which may be called experiments, games, or simulations, e.g., 

Ultimatum game; Dictator game; Trust game; Gift exchange game; Public goods game (Levitt 

& List 2007), follow the same architecture framed by their use of software and design of set-

up, for example, using ORSEE – Online Recruitment System for Economic Experiments (Greiner 

2015). When the participants interact, they do it very much like economic theory predicts 

homo economicus (Yamagishi et al. 2014) will act, as the rules of the simulation rationalize 

this kind of logic (Böhme 2016). In this directed learning environment (Hannafin et al. 1999), 

there is no place for love, kindness or equitable sharing, and the prisoner’s dilemma is inbuilt 

into the relations that participants have with those running the experiment as well as each 

other. Such “mathematical” approaches can lead us astray (Thompson 2022). 
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Games can deviate from this approach as a tool of imagination, a practice approach to 

degrowth, a tool for fostering political imagination; and as a form of “real-life” economic 

modelling. Furthermore, games add a particular kind of participatory element to economic 

modelling (note that modelling can and often does incorporate participatory engagement, 

see e.g., Videira, Antunes & Santos 2017). Within games, economic agents are not only 

assumed to act in given ways, but they can make active decisions, engage reflexively, as other 

players make decisions, and make assumptions about each other’s behaviour. We can say 

that they build worlds together. Of course, in games, modelling needs to be understood in a 

more concrete, real-life sense. Modelling not only means making assumptions about the 

conduct of given economic agents, but making decisions oneself, being the economic agent, 

and seeing the outcomes of your choices and interactions with others within a given 

framework of game rules. 

 

3.  Research aims, data and methods 
 

Our aims were to explore how games function as an element of economic research, and real-

life degrowth. By extension, this allows us to explore different realities from the ones we are 

familiar with, thereby expanding our political imagination. Currently, mainstream economic 

approaches restrict explorations to small worlds and have focused on economic rationality 

(Lawson 2015) and not the imaginary. By creating a simulacrum (Baudrillard 1981), we can 

live in a different reality for a while and project or carry over what we learn into other 

applications (cf. Vickery 2019 for how cultural crossover occurs as such spillover effects). We 

can crack reality (Holloway 2010) and allow new possibilities to flourish, once we have an idea 

about the utopian propensity (Levitas 2013) inherent in our current situations and projects. 

 

Le Grand Jeu was chosen via case screening (Yin 2018), after considering positive blockchain 

cryptocurrencies and online electronic games in a search for economic currency alternatives 

that displayed the utopian propensity. LGJ was discovered by networking in our milieu of 

gamers, academics, and activists. As the game designers were part of the same alternative 

artivist (art-activist) subculture as Petz, the leading author of this report, there was a ready 

rapport and rapid trust-building between the game designers and researchers. The 

possibilities to explore different realities, documentation of game sessions (as written reports 
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by gamesmasters, and some video recordings of play sessions), and to collaborate with the 

game designers made it a good choice as a case study. 

 

These facets were not so strong with some of the other case alternatives. Their strength, in 

LGJ’s case, gave the option to develop game exploration in enough depth for academic 

research. Case screening was an effective method as the positive blockchain case of the Neco 

(Goette 2020; Petz & Eskelinen 2022) was selected from screening too. 

 

Our data was then gathered by looking at the records of LGJ kept by the organizers of various 

game playing sessions. These consist of photos, written reports, and social media 

communications, which are freely available online (Bonelli & Rovida, 2020; 2021). 

Additionally, reflexive interviews and questioning via internet telephony (Janghorban, 

Roudsari & Taghipour 2014) were carried out with LGJ game designers Bonelli and Rovida by 

Petz and Eskelinen. Academics Petz and Eskelinen had a participant-observer stance when 

exploring the motivations, backgrounds, and cultural ideas around the game. Such reflexive 

interviewing is a recommended way of analysing a game (Aarseth 2003). 

 

The researchers then co-wrote this paper with the game designers’ input. Additionally, Petz 

took part in a game session held at the Oma Maa (a Community Supported Agriculture 

project) coffee shop in Helsinki between November 30 and December 1, 2018 as a participant-

observer and wrote a report of that session, which the game designers looked over. There 

were 5 players and a gamesmaster (see Image 1). All players were Finnish men interested in 

an alternative trading system that could be implemented in a start-up. 
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Image 1: Helsinki Oma Maa Community Building Workshop 1 December 2018  

PIE / Commonfare Project CAPSI 

Further, action research elements (Carson & Sumara 1997) and auto-archaeology (Harrison & 

Schofield 2009) were practiced as Petz is part of a regular role-playing group (and thus has 

experience of designing games, bounded realities within play, and how games and reality 

interact). All authors have engaged with the wider activist and artist community in Helsinki. 

Notably, this includes the transdisciplinary platform Pixelache (Paterson 2016). 

 

The open culture of the game designers meant much material was freely available. 

Nevertheless, ethical practices in research as practiced by the University of Jyväskylä (UoJ 

2022), in light of the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (DSGVO 2018) were 

followed. As the study did not touch upon sensitive data, further oversight by an ethics 

committee was not required. 

 

4.  Presentation of the case 

 
Le Grand Jeu is a French translation of the English phrase The Great Game, which was 

popularized in 20th century diplomatic circles in reference to the 19th century clash of 

European empires in Central Asia (S. Becker 2012). In French, the term Le Grand Jeu first 

referred to tarot card fortune-telling (Yapp 2001). The Le Grande Jeu this paper investigates 

is a futurist game, though ironically, it can be usefully analysed via cultural memory (Begy 

2015) as a phenomenon of intangible cultural heritage (Smith & Akagawa 2008) as well as 

material culture (Hicks 2010). 
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The game co-designers, philosopher Federico Bonelli and civil engineer/sustainable regional 

planner Raffaela Rovida, are Italian and come from artivist and hacker subcultures. They have 

collaborated through a community arts lab called Stichting Trasformatorio, “for sustainable 

off the grid performance research” (Bonelli & Rovida, 2016b). This lab has taken part in 

socially engaged art, and art interventions in rural and urban areas in Italy, as well as 

internationally (Bonelli research interview 2020). The cultural milieu that Trasformatorio is 

part of includes transdisciplinary platforms such as Pixelache (Paterson 2016), EU-level 

projects, municipalities, and third sector (non-profit) or first sector (government) 

organizations.  

 

Hypothetical worlds are created in Le Grand Jeu gaming sessions. As the players have a 

cultural memory, this tends to influence what and how they develop these worlds. There is a 

framing that encourages realism2 rather than zany fantasies like time travel, or magical 

realms, although there is nothing stopping these elements from being part of the game if so 

agreed upon by players. Similarly, advanced social technologies or engineered environments 

can be game played. So for example, LGJ could be gamed on a space colony on Mars (Zubrin 

2018) or in an ocean-steading undersea colony (Simpson 2016). 

 

The LGJ game is somewhat of a hybrid game.3 Hybridity is the space between alternatives, it 

allows a liminal space to be occupied. This facilitates explorations of possibilities, transitions, 

and the creation of new combinations. The unfamiliar can be connected to the familiar in a 

hybrid space. Such liminality facilitates crossing a threshold and thereby developing potentials 

into practice. 

 

Hybridity in LGJ is facilitated by the animateur-inspired element of a gamesmaster directing 

play (see Besnard (1986); Meister (1973); Fontan and Quintas (2007) for more on animateurs 

and their role in activation of culture.) As an animateur, the gamesmaster attempts to not 

 
2 So physics and natural laws follow those on contemporary Earth, e.g., “Basic Rules for all scenarios” states 
“The master does not allow to defy the laws of thermodynamics :)” (sic Bonelli & Rovida 2021, 14). 
3 Cf. de Souza e Silva and Ragan Glover-Rijkse (2020); Zitter and Hoeve (2012); Arnab (2020) for deeper 
discussions on different dimensions of hybridity, e.g., digital/physical; school/work learning environments; 
where fundamentally “hybrid play [and thus a hybrid game], then, as a deliberately open-ended term, … that 
connotes the potential for experimental, spontaneous, whimsical, and even critical interventions that result in, 
or result from, the enfolding of multiple contexts” (de Souza e Silva & Ragan Glover-Rijkse 2020, 1). 
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only run the game in a limited, rule-bound way, but carries out the pedagogical function of 

socialization into an approach to creative play. That approach is part of the culture or spirit of 

Le Grand Jeu play, which facilitates the adoption of different contexts and modalities during 

gameplay, i.e., hybridity. The gamesmaster plays for the world and is the master of chaos.  

 

The role of the gamesmaster should be understood as a fluid one, as the game designers 

emphasise an “open world assumption”, meaning that roles (for players and gamesmaster) 

emerge when the game is played, rather than being determined by a fixed rule set, e.g., 

“decide who is the master (can be done with a dice throw, the highest score becomes "the 

Master)” in the Simple Game (the learning version of Le Grand Jeu) (Bonelli & Rovida 2021,13). 

Therefore, a gamesmaster is not necessarily needed for playing the game, their power can be 

removed for anarchical versions, and the role even swapped with other players (e.g., a player 

council could be formed, or a different player could reprise the role for 2 rounds etc.).  

 

The components for the game (see Image 2) include a series of triangles on a hard plastic 

transparent (so the board can be placed over your own maps) rhomboid board (actually 3 

rhomboids (see Image 10) that can be separated or joined depending on game dynamics over 

time). These triangles, representing land, are assigned by dice roll at the game start. They 

then tessellate with others on the rhomboids to make larger land-holdings or off-grid 

structures. Additionally, the game includes: a wheel of fortune; various dice; a series of plastic 

shapes, that are used to create or build services or properties in the game via marker pen-

writing or plasticine model-making; and coloured tokens representing currencies. 
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Image 2: Still from the Do It Yourself instructional video showing the game board, wheel of fortune, and pieces in play 

 
In the Simple Game, there are 2 currencies, represented by white and black (see Image 3) ‘Go 

stones’ (on the game Go, see Anderson 2004). The stones’ colours were conceived to 

represent energy (white) and entropy (black) (Bonelli research interview 2020). Bonelli hoped 

this would lead to an environmental awareness in players. Sadly, people took a dualistic 

(white – good; and black – bad) and not a dyadic (both depend on each other) view, and so in 

later games, black was changed to grey, with the idea of a circular economy (Korhonen, 

Honkasalo & Seppälä 2018) resulting, where grey and white are required for some processes 

in the game. The game has been played with additional currencies, such as a red currency for 

knowledge or a green currency for ecological value. 
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Image 3: Go stones representing currencies of entropy (black) and energy (white) 

 

Gameplay consists of rounds; each player must pay “taxes” with stones and get stones on 

account of previous choices. There is no typical number of rounds, as games may vary in what 

scenario they cover, decisions made, and results, as the gamesmaster determines. For the 

Helsinki game there were 15–20 rounds. Some rounds were Assembly Rounds (whether to 

Invest, Invent, or Call the Assembly, is chosen by each player in their turn in a round). Though 

action did not take place every round, taxes were always levied (Image 4). There is no hard-

and-fast rule as to who goes first or for the order of play. It is possible to pick the most senior, 

richest player, youngest, most powerful, or whatever cultural world is modelled (variation on 

starting a round is seen in climbing games, e.g., Dai Fugō / Dai Hinmin – Tycoon / Pauper 

(McLeod 2011). Several players can act as a cartel, and thus advantage is not necessarily found 

by going first or last.  
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Image 4: Le Grand Jeu - Macao 2016 video-still showing go stones being collected as a ‘tax’ at the beginning of a round 

 

In a round a player can say, “I want to build a factory” (procurement), and the gamesmaster 

might reply “this requires 2 green stones” (representing an Environmental Impact Assessment 

and a Community Consultation) “and 1 red stone” (showing knowledge of construction 

engineering) “in addition to a white stone” (of financial capital). Potentially, several players 

could build a factory together as a cooperative. The nature of what is built (see Image 5) is 

written with a marker pen on the procurement pieces (which are foundational plastic house-

shaped pentagonal game pieces). 

 

In subsequent rounds, the factory could produce a good (production), which would earn 

players stones (yield), though they may need to acquire raw materials (with other stones—

running cost) and will get in return stones that might represent different capitals (this includes 

pollution, which is thus treated as a capital and not an externality). Production is represented 

with chevrons placed above the house-shaped pieces. A further development (a service called 

2.0) can see a second chevron placed above the first. This added value, for example, could 

see the initial pentagon representing a nightclub, and then brand value added on top with a 

chevron and perhaps another one for an expert resident DJ. Thus, the 2.0 level can be realised 

between different actors, e.g., a food coop makes a deal with a Community Supported 

Agriculture project to make a food bank. Dice add a stochastic element to the game. 
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The focus is not on being a stat-rich game, as are, for example, Dungeons & Dragons (Peterson 

2012); Pandemic Legacy: Season 1 (BoardGameGeek 2021); nor on having lots of nice 

different game play-pieces as found in other tabletop scenario board-games, e.g., Die Siedler 

von Catan and its expansion sets (BoardGameGeek 2022). Where needed, modelling clay is 

used to make physical representations, such as a pyramid for a windmill, and put on the land 

triangles. 

 

Image 5: Procurement, Production, and 2.0 from 3 rounds 

 

20-faced dice (d20) are mostly used for inventions. A player says, "I want to invent a 

technology to have bike batteries recharge 3 times faster". The master then opens a short 

discussion with open questions like, "What do you think the advantage would be economically 

or environmentally?" The master decides if the invention is allowed, e.g., 3/20 meaning only 

18/19/20 dice rolls are a success. To research something the player has to spend money, and 

this generates grey, so the d20 rolls decide how much, and if the grey affects the player's own 

account or the world too, e.g., the carbon footprint. 

 

A d10 is used to decide the success of an action, e.g., opening a credit union. d4, d6, d8, d12 

usually map the variability of yields, so they need to be used wisely in measuring the yield of 

an activity, and to map risk and losses (Bonelli & Rovida 2021, 16–17). So, rhetoric, to justify 
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choices to the gamesmaster and other players, as well as good rolls of the dice, are required 

to perform certain actions. 

 

A crucial aspect, related to the natural endowment the game assumes, is that most activities 

will generate negative externalities (capitals in the game, to make them explicit), which leads 

to the accrual of undesirable stones (grey/black). So, if you decide to grow corn, then there 

will be pollution run-off; if you decide to sell things at a high cost, then there will be anger 

and jealousy (note the players do not become physically violent; reactions are envisioned in 

gameworld only) from fellow players from whom you are taking money and getting rich from 

with your rent-seeking behaviour. These factors can be mitigated, say, by developing a 

machine to turn pollution into something useful – representing a circular economy – or by 

doing public works for the players that paid to use your private rather than public library (so 

grey is better, if instead of black “anger” stones, they can be seen as grey “motivation for 

community activism and engagement” stones, in this case as political/social capital purposed 

to make the library better serve the needs of the community).  

 

Similarly, artifacts (e.g., weapons, books, items) and social technologies (e.g., council, guild, 

admin procedure, law) can be brought into the game by random LGJ cards (see Image 6) and 

events happening in the game.  

 

 

Image 6: LGJ cards 
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A roll of a d20 is used to select an event from the event tables (see Image 7). 

 

 

Image 7: Fusion Playbook General Events Table 
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The Wheel of Fortune (see Image 8) allows stochastic effects—called chaos in game—to occur 

by selecting events. The caprice of the gamesmaster allows these to happen in a way that 

frames and controls the play or explores a phenomenon of interest to players. 

 

For example, players going off-grid is possible (which has happened), where self-sustainable 

agriculture is explored. However, the gamesmaster may introduce a nation-state’s army with 

a counter-narcotics operation that sprays Agent Orange, which kills all the off-grid plants. 

When players want to consider options, they can call an Assembly Round. It is up to the 

gamesmaster to act as the facilitator of the assembly. They should “formulate the proposals 

of the assembly in the language of the game and let people discuss and vote” (Bonelli & 

Rovida 2021, 15).  

 

Pregame preparation helps generate some of the LGJ cards, so for example, for the LGJ 

Pandemic game, “Daniel and Beth spent the prior week tracking unfolding narratives from 

Covid-19 outbreaks around the globe, including public reactions, resource distribution, 

ratcheting state control + surveillance, and supply chain disruptions, to inform a series of LGJ 

cards tailored for this game edition” (Bonelli 2020a). 
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Image 8: The Wheel of Fortune, as under development in Milan. 

Note: Later wheel designs (e.g., Image 2) allow handwritten options, which vary by scenario. 

 

While there is no fixed endpoint in the game, (the idea is to stimulate thinking and explore 

concepts collectively) the game can end, e.g., in the Simple Game, “If the table has more than 

50 greys we all die” (Bonelli & Rovida 2021, 13). The gamesmaster may impose sanctions or 

stop the game. If negative externalities, (represented by grey stones, or rather stones of any 

kind), become too great you lose the game and die as a player. As, “If a player die the global 

grey pot gets 20 greys and every player gets 5” (sic Bonelli & Rovida 2021, 13), in this instance 

everyone suffers. So, as a group, you must maintain the velocity of stones and a functioning 

economy of some kind. Thus, questions are raised about capitalism, growth, and how 

alternative economies must deal with the existential aspects of communitarianism, 

cooperation, and resilience. 

 

This ‘toxic overload ending’ can be declared collectively too, representing the surpassing of 

the ecological threshold. Cooperation as game engine-building is encouraged, rather than 

competition, in the inbuilt design of the game mechanics. This is a feature found in other 

games, so for example, the game Carcassonne (a non-money, no dice game) (Heyden 2009), 
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where tiles construct a mediaeval walled citadel, is often played in the spirit of helping other 

players complete their settlements rather than trying to prevent them. 

 

LGJ has been played in “Finland, Italy, The Netherlands, Taiwan, China, Scotland, Ireland, 

Germany and other less bombastic but dear to us provinces of Europe” (sic Bonelli & Rovida 

2016b) and with different groups (see Image 9; see Image 10).  

 

 

Image 9: I bari - a homage  

 

 

Image 10: Still from Le Grand Jeu “Power to the People” in Taipei, Republic of China 

 

Anarchists have played the game, for example, at the LGJ-Venice Biennial game (see Image 

11). One played a drug dealer (note that anarchists and drug dealers are not the same) and 
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represented the interactions of the market around dealing (Bonelli research interview 2020). 

In another case, corporate types created a derivatives market. 

 

Le Grand Jeu has usually been played at a specific game session with 4–8 players in a suitable 

location in a festival space or social centre, (around a table in a relaxed café setting), though 

an online remote session (where a Miro online whiteboard was used in combination with a 

Telegram messaging app group for coordination, and dice throwing bot @rollembot Roll 'em 

Bot'), and larger integrated sessions have been played with several smaller game groups 

interacting (Bonelli research interview 2020). Gameplay time is several hours and manifests 

typically in a community arts format, sometimes in connection with a community-led 

workshop. This meant a presentation preceded the gameplay, with a particular framing and 

desired participant mix. This has varied from an arts intervention as part of a planned project 

to more open, player-directed exploratory narratives. Typically, the “basic scenario” played 

with the Simple Game version is used as a basis to form a session or “to learn to play the 

game” (Bonelli & Rovida 2021, 17). 

 

 

Image 11: LGJ-Venice Biennial game 

 

Gameplay has been a one-evening game at times, and at other times the game was reprised 

in a follow-up, or rather, continuation-of-play-session, the following day. The game, by its 

nature, would allow motifs and created artifacts to be brought from prior play to new games, 
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though this has rarely happened. Where it happened, it was usually the gamesmaster who 

has adopted and adapted prior examples for a certain group of players. For example, the 

latter phase of gameplay allows stochastic events to occur (see Images 12a, 12b, and 12c) and 

then players must collectively respond to such events, for example, Brexit (the withdrawal 

process of the United Kingdom from the European Union) occurring and then regarding 

trading relationships or a pandemic or tsunami affecting the players. 

 

 

Image 12a: Social welfare and living in fear 

 

 

Image 12b: Basic income, free grant for good ideas, and proportional tax introduced 
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Image 12c: Record of state of play at round 3 at Game Scenario Digital Ministry in Munich 

 

5.  Analysis 
 
Next, we analyse Le Grand Jeu, and games more generally, as tools for imagining and 

eventually creating alternative economies. We divided the analysis into two parts. First, we 

look at the general potential of games. Second, we analyse in more detail the exploration of 

new realities by means of games. As we are presenting an exploratory case study, the analysis 

continues the themes discussed in the presentation of the case, but looks at these themes 

more explicitly, and includes our reflections. 

 

5.1. Le Grand Jeu and the potential of games 

The potential of games for degrowth transitions can be expressed in two points. First, play is 

the most natural way to learn and communicate. 4 Thus, learning is at the foundation of the 

creation and maintenance of community. Second, games that escape capitalist fallacies 

(Heath 2009/2010; Palley 2023) and imagine new possible dynamics of order in society are 

vital in transitioning to desirable futures. While games, experiments, and scenarios are 

different, what they have in common is that they are all human constructs that enable us to 

model and abstract from reality. But how do games work? 

 

Games act by codifying, via game rules and game systems, how to operate. By playing games, 

we become conscious of the game-dynamics and rules within the game. The complying with 

or breaking of the rules reveal to us the obvious awryness, and this is where utopias are 

 
4 For an exploration of the importance of play, see Winnicott (1971/1989); Eckert (2001); and over questions of 
naturalness, Grieshaber and McArdle (2010). 
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proofed. Games can make that testing explicit, though part of this comes from the 

experiences we are socialized in. The context-specific aspects are harder to capture initially, 

but within the game-world our perceptions are altered, and they are easier to observe or 

become aware of in juxtaposition with lived reality (for example, time is compressed, so 

building a factory can happen in a round or two). 

 

This increased awareness of perspectives enables an expansion of the conception of 

economics. For neoclassical economists, the economy is a system based on ontological rules 

(“economic laws”), and economic agents are abstract actors that respond to a peculiar level 

of rationality with very precise ideas about chance, advantage, and choice. Game as an artifact 

is to be used to talk about philosophical ideas behind and above economics, and to allow this 

dialogue to have some practical formats and calculations, but moreover to sharply focus on 

the idea that the economy is an ever-changing cultural artifact itself. Being grounded on the 

open world assumption, Le Grand Jeu creates space for good questions, allowing mindsets 

that are inclusive and that treat phaenomena from a perspective of integration and not only 

of problem-solving. The developers see it very much as a tool to communicate philosophically. 

 

When we play LGJ we are constructing a reality. That is done collectively, and the players are 

engaged in learning experientially in an open learning environment (Hannafin, Land & Oliver 

1999). Prior knowledge and behaviours are brought to the table by the players. Games do 

offer a way to look at some of the elements we have in our societies. However, many are 

tacit. Despite the potential of games to foster imagination, all participants are, to some 

extent, attached to their cultural milieu and existing ways of thinking. Some are acculturated 

to mainstream economic ways of thinking. Their gaming then assumes structures that are 

mainstream concordant. For example, all players are treated as if there are no prejudices 

between players, whereas in life there may be racist treatments, such as higher rents charged 

for foreigners; this could be gamed with a handicap for certain players. It would be interesting 

to see how house rules might develop if they were played in radically different communities, 

such as feudal societies or those with their own economic conceptions. 

 

However, we can see that in Europe, we do not have to wonder so much about such house 

rules. Here, there are subcultures that are hacking and creating their own versions of games 
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to play and experience very different societies from the mainstream economic rationality. For 

example, in Pispala, in Finland, where there is a strong artivist and agonist history, several 

games have been developed. Pispalan Tähren, from 2020, has “event cards … to embody 

Pispala law cultural heritage and mental landscape” (Heija in Mäkynen 2020, 8). Toivonen (sic 

in Mäkynen 2020, 8) further expands that to “In the spirit of Pispalainen solidarity you don't 

compete for money in the game, only in one event card is mentioned [an insignificant] debt 

of 5 bucks...”. Puutarha (see Image 13), released in 2022, is a gardening game for learning 

about a cottage level of local production (Nopparalli 2022). 

 

 

Image 13: Puutarha [Garden] game designed by Mira Heija 

 

Such games emerge from communities, with their own social dynamics, and thus bring 

community cultures with them to give an integral economics approach (Gerber & Steppacher 

2014; Lessem & Schieffer 2010/2016). In this case, the dynamics are not based on the 

reductionist economics, which would lead to gameplay only to win. Rather, gameplay has 

other purposes. While these games were created as a reflection of the subculture they come 

from, there are others with a more missionary aim. Commonsplay is explorative, with a 

retropian spirit, i.e. backward-looking utopia rather than futurist, built into the game 

mechanics. Le Grand Jeu took part in the Commonfare Project (Bassetti, Botto & Teli 2019; 

Teli, Lyle & Sciannamblo 2018), and LEDGER (EU 2022/2023b; https://ledgerproject.eu; 

Bonelli research interview 2020), which aimed to bring about a more distributed economics 
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praxis built on solidarity, rather than one focused on grants or the profit-motive as found in 

mainstream financing. 

 

Le Grand Jeu allows a rapid evaluation of different economic behaviours. It allows alternative 

scenarios to be played with. For example, in Helsinki, Brexit was spontaneously gamed (What 

does Brexit do to trade and communal taxes?); off-grid production (so no tax paid, leading to 

less money for the UBI given out at each round) was explored; and how different economies 

might change given shocks to the system was considered. Thus, to some extent, LGJ acts as a 

platform for different game scenarios. A pandemic, asteroids, or any other proofing of 

resilience can be played depending on the level of sophistication desired to explore.  

 

Petz designed the game The Perfect Village for the Sustainability and Solidarity Study Session 

at the Council of Europe in Budapest in 2004. The game starts with the survivors of an event 

such as an avalanche, flood, or conflagration needing to rebuild the post-apocalyptic village 

they will inhabit. During the study session, the players commonly focused on the recent 

apocalyptic event and spent resources related to dealing with the potential for recurrence. 

This recency bias focus made them vulnerable to other events or even to neglect other 

economic aspects. A similar availability-heuristic results from framing in LGJ. This event 

framing is facilitated by LGJ game cards that explain for the gamesmaster how to game these 

factors. 

 

The LGJ game has the potential to develop more. Its open structurelessness provides flexibility 

and adaptability. However, there are some severe limitations within the game and related 

gaming community. These are partly related to the idea that LGJ should be non-commercial. 

Game development is expected to come from the community of players, many of whom lack 

the wide skills set to develop the game, which support from funding via game sales, 

playathons and platform development might provide. Ideally enough of the players would be 

experienced players rather than mostly “newbies”, as has so far been the case. While 

enthusiastic about the game, they have not played it enough to be competent at 

gamesmastering or developing beyond the introductory Simple Game they begin with to 

achieve any long-term aim or purpose from the game. A longer engagement would thus 

enable even more interesting outcomes.  
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For some games, time is allowed during gameplay for players to develop game consciousness 

and dexterity; for example, Chess commonly has instructors and books to improve play, which 

new players may benefit from in Chess clubs via practice (drills) and problems (puzzles); 

Dungeons & Dragons has several pre-game sessions and in-built levels for developing the 

gaming competence of players. On the other hand, for example, the game Newtonian Shift 

2.0 deliberately starts with players as individuals who gain a sense of community by dealing 

with unpredictable stress scenarios that mimic those of real-life, such as information 

asymmetry or false information. Over the several years of gameplay, a communitarian 

approach is fostered along with a switch from a fossil-fuelled Edison Island (where the game 

is set) to a more sustainable energy-based society. Individuals become members of a 

community (Geisendorf 2022). 

 

Different levels of wealth can alter how money is used. The motivation is enjoyment, so 

cheaters or fools (who reverse meaning deliberately for comic effect) can be played. As of yet, 

these types of role development have not been assumed by Le Grand Jeu players; rather, 

people have just been themselves, perhaps with some awareness of their sub-culture and 

subcultural identity. Le Grand Jeu players, in contrast with other role-playing games, e.g., 

RuneQuest which fathered many games with its “Basic Roleplaying system” (Durall & Johnson 

2011), are not given character sheets nor are they developed into archetypes with skill or 

knowledge levels. 

 

Perhaps the game could be played at a grander scale between different groups and thus 

replicate different classes or cohorts in a society, though this takes more organizing. Attempts 

have been made to play Le Grand Jeu online, though as it was not designed for this, they were 

not so successful. 

 

5.2. Exploring new realities 

How effective is Le Grand Jeu at exploring new realities? LGJ offers a way to think about the 

possibility of living in another reality, yet it has not so far led to manifestations of the systems 

explored in gameplay. 
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The Commonfare Project, aiming to use the concept of cryptocurrencies to empower 

individuals (Bassetti, Botto & Teli 2019; Teli, Lyle & Sciannamblo 2018), used LGJ for a co-

creative exploration of possibilities in workshops. Commonfare Project leaders developed a 

platform and open-source software so that anyone could implement the protocols for a 

“CommonCoin” (Bassetti, Botto & Teli 2019). The gameplay within the workshops seemed to 

show well enough how limited economic relations can operate. Bonelli (research interview 

2020) certainly believes the players of LGJ get a good understanding of whatever economic 

environment is being gamed, so derivatives or black markets are examples of these. However, 

when Commonfare was attempted in Greece and Italy as a working demonstration at a level 

beyond the local community, it met with mixed success. Problems arose due to the game’s 

governance mechanisms rather than technological capabilities: a top-down, in contrast to a 

bottom-up, approach did not build an active enough community of use to develop a true 

economy. 

 

As noted, LGJ has been played by groups as diverse as anarchists and corporate types. In these 

games, the players got an understanding of how to interact in a monetary system with newly 

given features (Bonelli research interview 2020). The agreements between players shape 

what collaborative decisions around democracy and money can be taken. When the game 

was played in Helsinki, a surprising thing happened: when one player introduced a tax office, 

the other players happily paid their taxes! None of them came up with a revolution to make 

the tax income for the collective good nor refused to pay taxes, though these possibilities 

were within the game rules. 

 

The LGJ-Down Under game introduced a community currency called Rainbow. These vouchers 

were available “to buy local, preferencing to buy local” and were used for “mapping values”. 

However, the initial idea of a 5% discount was hard to play within the game dynamics, and in 

this case, gameplay got caught up in the minutiae of how things function in gameworld. It was 

proposed that a follow-up game could be played, “Town COUNCIL: do you want to use a credit 

union?” (Bonelli 2020b). 

 

Le Grand Jeu incorporates the game element of gaining knowledge, but it is underdeveloped. 

For example, a player is not required to have any knowledge of how to build a genetic 
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laboratory to do so. Knowledge acquisition could be gamed more, in a more complex manner, 

with knowledge tokens (red stones) that can be spent with other players or a hypothetical 

library where white stones must be spent to obtain red ones (and thus the appropriate 

knowledge) before a lab is allowed by the gamesmaster. The gamesmaster could also be 

developed role-wise. The gamesmaster acts as an animateur in making the game vibrant, 

which encompasses other non-player character roles (e.g., a banker), but other characters 

could be explicitly roleplayed, e.g., an angel investor or beneficent dictator, to make a game 

more pluralistic. By having character sheets and modules orientated toward certain 

psychologies, the animateur and thus gameplay can be influenced. Nevertheless, awareness 

of knowledge asymmetry can emerge during a game. For example, in one game, a player from 

a rich nation found they had a less efficient solar-based energy supply than a poorer country 

(Bonelli & Rovida 2019), which was more dependent on energy security. This became 

apparent when a resilience testing event occurred in the game. 

 

The border between games and reality can be a fuzzy one, with some gamesmasters 

incorporating aspects of non-gaming into their gameplay. There may be interludes in games 

or juxtapositions of physical activities, costuming, or singing within game sessions, e.g., Petz 

had these experiences when playing The Extraordinary Adventures of Baron Munchausen (D. 

Becker 2012/2019). In the case of LGJ, non-gaming aspects have taken the form of an 

associated lecture or workshop to try to bring about a different reality. In this way, gameplay 

is supposed to segue into the creation of a community currency project, with a cryptocurrency 

often being the proposed currency. 

 

A further stage, as seen in some re-enactment communities, occurs when players identify 

with the imaginative space of the game to such an extent that a cross-over occurs where 

participants adopt the culture they are portraying. Such cultural spillover can happen to the 

extent that re-enactors abandon modern ways of living to live as if in the space of the game; 

or, in the case of historical re-enactment, that time. This tends to be limited, with players 

adapting the cultural spillover to a functional life within the context of modern times, rather 

than living in an alternate reality or living in a truly anachronous way. For example, the shop 

Pretender to the Throne, which sells “Limited edition Medieval inspired soft furnishings and 
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accessories” (Tarratt 2012) was created by a long-term medieval re-enactor due to the 

demand for themed items from that time-culture. 

 

So, as well as alternatives manifesting in terms of lived cultures, we can see alternatives in 

terms of economic cultures within gameworlds. Interestingly, in the early days of Dungeons 

& Dragons, another game called Dungeon described that “To procure treasure from the 

chambers, the party must battle its guardians. For killing these guardians, and for performing 

other valiant deeds, they obtain karma. As treasure and karma accumulate, a party member 

may exchange them to move up in rank.” (van Grasstek [1974] in Peterson 2012, 484). Here 

we see more than one currency operating. Le Grand Jeu has flirted with multiple currencies, 

special conditions such as taxes, UBI, common-pool resources, and special-purpose monies. 

 

How well these worked varied. The lack of clear player manuals or the resources to properly 

game meant they were often unworkable. Confusion arose between externalities and 

different capitals, e.g., when trying to game black stones as a needed capital, players and the 

gamesmaster became confused over their desirability. Nevertheless, this confusion does 

show that these aspects of a functioning currency could be gamed if appropriate colour 

choices for stones were made. Where these ideas did work in game, players had brought in 

alternative economic environments and dispensed with some conventional economic 

realities. Off-grid tax-free use explored energy as a limiting factor, and thus a currency of 

energy is possible. Knowledge (as red stones) was conceptualised only after the game was 

played. Similarly, independent players came up with ecological elements (green stones), 

which could model SEFRAs—self-financing regulatory agencies (Steen 1993) and permits, as 

seen with carbon trading. Their interplay has yet to be gamed, though there is such a real-

world application that needs exploration (Demekas & Grippa 2022). 

 

The wider aspects of money, currency, and capitals could be explored more; with expansion 

packs, gamesmaster- and player-manuals they could be. Similarly restricted environments, 

such as those controlled by mega-corporations (e.g., Roblox), could be gamed. Thus, we see 

games increase affordances of the mind, if not yet those of reality. An assessment of how 

successful a game has been in opening up thinking or changing actions is hard to carry out. 

Monitoring cultural references to practices or ideas that appear after gameplay, is one way 
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to evaluate the impact of a game on a community or individual’s life. For currency creation, 

we might look for features in a new money or new money relations that have been seen first 

in a game. 

 

6.  Conclusions 
 
As noted in the beginning of this text, money comes into existence with a community of use. 

Therefore, traditional economic questions about the value of money, its exchangeability, 

circulation velocity, etcetera, need to be complemented with questions related to possible 

monies and possible communities using these monies. A degrowth community will use a 

money suited for its values and forms of interaction, but without attempts to experience such 

communities, we cannot explore such monies. 

 

Degrowth calls for new policies and ideas; it cannot only be an attempt to decrease the GDP. 

But this requires imaginative exercises in new economic possibilities. We have explored 

games, as truly instructive economic modelling requires reflexivity largely absent from current 

economics: the matter is not only what people do, but also, how they react to what others do 

and how they expect others to behave. Enacting alternatives is much easier, if we have been 

able to engage in reflexive deliberation on possible worlds through gaming (see Weick 1988 

for the logic of enactment). 

 

Scenario planning allows some exploration of this kind, yet its abstraction from reality and 

partial nature does not allow a contextual understanding. Serious game-playing is a step 

further along the path, and can reveal an economic nirvana, but is it a mirage? Commonfare 

reveals that what may work in an evening or long weekend of playing LGJ does not persist 

beyond a brief bout of mania when introduced in reality. 

 

However, it would be a hasty conclusion to write off the use of games. The Grassroots 

Economics Foundation (Ussher et al. 2021) has used beans in gameplay, extended over a week 

to introduce community currencies in Africa. They are now extending this beyond Kenya to 

Cameroon. Bonelli has used a different social technology, more akin to an art intervention 
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(Jiao, Jihui & Xiuli 2020), rather than Le Grand Jeu, in a recent activity, and enough depth for 

real-world action was reached within a week. 

 

Le Grand Jeu is a highly interesting example of a money game. It could be developed in many 

ways to allow for different kinds of exploration, especially as it is based on “open world 

thinking”. Most important is the recognition of the necessity of combining imagination and 

modelling in the kinds of simulations games allow, and seeing how different kinds of rules, 

contexts, and scenarios support different kinds of socio-economic exploration. This is already 

happening, with such games recently presented at the 2022 European Ecological Economics 

Conference in Pisa (Geisendorf 2022). 
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